In order to improve the working efficiency of the power battery pack and prolong the service life, there is a problem of inconsistency among the individual cells. Based on the centralized equalization structure of the multi-output winding transformer, a three-stage hybrid equalization control strategy is designed for equalization. The equalization scheme realizes that the high voltage single battery transfers the energy to the low voltage battery cell during the charging of the battery pack, improving not only charging efficiency and energy use loss, but also the high voltage battery transferring the power to the low voltage battery cell when the pressure difference is greater than 10 mv during the discharge. Between 5 mv and 10 mv, it performs passive equalization, reducing the output fluctuation of the power battery pack and achieving the balance purpose. During the standing time, the maximum active balancing operation within the battery pack is performed in order to achieve intra-group optimum consistency. It is proved by experiments that the equalization control method can realize the quick and effective equalization in the battery pack, and the energy balance of each single battery.
Introduction
For the performance of ships and the requirements of energy saving and emission reduction, electric propulsion ships have gradually become the clear direction of mainstream development for current marine engineering ships [1] . Lithium-ion battery packs are used for power supply units supporting electric high-speed diesel generators in conjunction with electric propulsion. The inconsistency is a major problem that distinguishes power battery packs from sin-gle-cell batteries [2] . Due to diverse factors such as the manufacturing process level and the actual environment, the overall performance of the battery pack will be affected by the actual health of the battery unit, which will affect the service life of the overall battery pack. Therefore, the research on the battery pack balancing strategy has far-reaching significance for improving the performance of the battery pack and prolonging the service life of the power battery pack [3] .
In regard to the battery balancing strategy, it is divided into passive equalization and active equalization. Passive equalization, also known as energy dissipative equalization, consumes excess energy by paralleling the resistors across the cells to achieve equalization. The passive equalization strategy adopts a simpler circuit, a simpler control strategy, and lower cost. However, due to the equalization current is small, the time required for equalization is long and the equalization process continues to generate heat [4] . Because of that raises higher requirements in the thermal management of the power battery pack. Active equalization, also known as energy transfer equalization, enables energy to transfer between cells in a battery pack through energy storage components. The consumption of active equalization energy is small, the equalization time is short, and the efficiency is high, but the circuit structure and the controllable strategy are complicated and the cost is high. The literature [1] uses a two-way flyback converter, the battery cells in the battery pack can be more easily balanced, but the equilibrium speed is slower. The literature [2] [3] [4] [5] uses inductance as a relay carrier for energy to achieve energy transfer between two adjacent cells. However, the equalization strategy can only balance between two adjacent single cells, and the number of single cells of the power battery pack is extremely large, the control is difficult, and the cost of realization is high. The literature [11] [12] [13] [14] uses the capacitor as the carrier of the energy of the relay of the single cell, and realizes the charge and discharge of the capacitor and the different single cells in the battery by controlling the on and off of the switch. This circuit topology matches its control strategy, and the equalization time is longer and the equalization effect is not well. The literature [15] [16] realizes the equalization of different single cells in the battery pack by controlling the transformer, and the cost and the balanced power consumption increase due to the use of the transformer components.
In this paper, a novel composite circuit is proposed, and a set of matching equalization control strategies is designed to verify the experiment to prove that the proposed composite equalization strategy has practical effects and can achieve optimization.
Design and Analysis of New Active Balancing Scheme

Composite Equalization Circuit Topology Design
A passive equalization circuit that parallels a single single-cell battery with a single resistor and a single type of active equalization structure cannot fully achieve efficient equalization. Firstly, the flying capacitive equalization structure, the multi-output winding transformer centralized equalization structure, the Buck-Open Journal of Applied Sciences Boost converter centralized equalization structure, the Buck-Boost converter distributed equalization structure and the three-cell direct interaction equalization structure are analyzed. A comparison of the performance of several typical balanced structures. It can be seen from the Table 1 that the integrated performance of the multi-output winding transformer centralized equalization structure of number 2 is more suitable as the reference structure of the active equalization part of the composite equalization structure. Therefore, this paper adopts the multi-output winding transformer centralized equalization structure as the circuit prototype of the active equalization part of the composite equalization structure circuit topology. The passive equalization part of the composite equalization structure is simply to connect the resistors in parallel next to the single cells.
The new composite equalization circuit is designed in this study is shown in Figure 1 . Each cell is connected to a bidirectional switch, and has a resistor and switch in parallel. The left switch provides a charging loop, and the right switch 
(1-Flying capacitive equalization structure; 2-Multi-output winding transformer centralized equalization structure; 3-Buck-Boost centralized equilibrium structure; 4-Buck-Boost distributed equalization structure; 5-Three-cell direct interaction equilibrium equalization structure). Buck-Boost
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B2m Bn B2x Open Journal of Applied Sciences provides a discharge loop. The resistors are connected in parallel with the unit cells constitute a second discharge loop. The circuit consists of a simple switch, inductor, commutation circuit, and battery pack. Since DC/DC is not used, the cost is reduced. The equalization scheme is operated by the corresponding switching tube in the Buck-Boost or flyback converter mode to realize the equalization operation of the active equalization part, and the equalization operation of the passive equalization part is performed with the access resistance. In the active equalization operation, if the overcharged single cell number is an odd number and the single cell to be equalized is an even number, the switch tube on the right side of the overcharged single cell is closed, and the energy is to be equalized by the coupling of the primary and secondary sides of the transformer. In a single cell, the entire equalization process only needs one step, and vice versa; if the overcharged single cell is adjacent to the cell to be equalized, the equalized energy is directly transferred to the cell to be equalized through the Buck-Boost circuit. If the overcharged battery cell and the cell number to be equalized are both odd or even, the entire equalization process requires two steps. First, the energy is coupled through the flyback converter, and then through the Buck-Boost circuit, eventually the energy is transferred to the cell to be equalized. In the active equalization structure part, two adjacent battery cells share one current loop or share one transformer winding, so the number of transformer windings is reduced by half compared with the number of single cells, and the overall volume of the circuit is greatly reduced. Compared with other active equalization schemes, the equalization process uses the active equalization scheme can be completed in two steps, and the rate of equalization is greatly improved. In the passive equalization operation, according to the set control strategy, when the single cell power is too high, the resistor is connected for passive equalization operation.
Balanced Strategy Design
Based on the voltage equalization algorithm, the working state of the battery are equalized through using high-performance voltage detector to monitor the real-time voltage of each single cell, in order to achieve the consistent voltage between each battery cell. According to the previous experiment designs and results [1] - [19] , the voltage state of the battery pack was analyzed under three different conditions. The equalization flow chart is shown in Figure 3 . For achieving the best equalization result, the equalization strategy was designed as three phases: the static phase, the charging phase and the discharging stage.
1) When the battery pack is under the charging phase, the voltage value of each single battery in the battery pack is detected by the voltage collecting module, and then the battery pack was adjusted based on the real-time temperature of the battery pack, in order to obtain the more accurate battery cell voltage. Thus, the cell number with the largest voltage and the lowest voltage was detected. If the different value between U max and U min is less than the set value of 5 mv, it is not necessary to turn on the equalization operation, and vice versa. The Open Journal of Applied Sciences equalization operation period is 60 s, and the detection is refreshed after 60 s. This step could be repeated several times until the different value is less than the set value. In the charging phase, active balancing operation is selected, and the energy in high-voltage battery core was transferred into the low-voltage battery cell for achieving the equalization purpose. Moreover, the charging efficiency of the battery pack was accelerated, and the energy loss was minimized in this operation.
2) When the battery pack is under the discharging phase, the voltage value of each single battery in the battery pack is detected by the voltage collecting module, and then the battery pack was adjusted based on the real-time temperature of the battery pack, in order to obtain the more accurate battery cell voltage.
Thus, the cell number with the largest voltage and the lowest voltage was detected. If the different value between U max and U min is larger than the first-order set value of 10 mv, the active balancing action was turn on for U max battery and U min battery. After the equalization action is performed for 30 s. the difference value was compared with the second-order set value of 5 mv. If the different value is less than the set value of 5mv, it is not necessary to turn on the equalization operation, and vice versa.
3) When the battery pack is in the stationary phase, the voltage value of each single battery in the battery pack is detected by the voltage collecting module, and then the battery pack was adjusted based on the real-time temperature of the battery pack, in order to obtain the more accurate battery cell voltage. Thus, the cell number with the largest voltage and the lowest voltage was detected. Then, the difference value between U max and U min was compared with set value of 3 mv to determine whether equalization operation should be performed. Since the state of the battery pack is relatively stable during the stationary phase, the low set value was selected, and the system refresh cycle was adjusted to 15 s. These steps can adjust the battery pack to the best state and prolong the service life of the battery pack (Figure 2 ).
Experimental Design and Verification
In order to verify the equilibrium ability, equalization effect and feasibility of the new composite equalization strategy proposed in this paper, 12 lithium iron phosphate batteries were used in the experiment, and 2 and 12 strings were used to form the battery pack. BMS uses embedded processor, according to the vol- 
Conclusion
The imbalance phenomenon of power lithium battery pack is presented after multiple cycles of charging. This paper proposes a composite equalization circuit and equalization control strategy, and also has a test of them. The equalization strategy can quickly and effectively complete the imbalance in the battery pack. However, the voltage-based control strategy has certain defects. It still needs to be modified to improve the equalization effect eventually. 
